dive class in the caribbean
What Is the Open Water Course?
The Open Water course is the essential scuba jumping accreditation course educated by all
affirmation offices. There are little contrasts in course content between offices, yet they all cover a
similar fundamental aptitudes and learning you should know as a free jumper.
Who Can Enroll in an Open Water Course?
Youngsters as youthful as 10 years of age (12 years of age in a few nations) can enlist in the
Junior Open Water course and those 15 years and more established can enlist in the Open Water
course. Junior Open Water confirmed jumpers are naturally moved up to Open Water jumpers on
their fifteenth birthday celebration, with no requirement for recertification.
Jumpers of all ages should be healthy, with no real medical issues.
What Does an Open Water Diving Certification Qualify You to Do?
http://www.stthomasscubadiving.com When you're guaranteed as an Open Water jumper, you'll
have the capacity to plunge to 60 feet/18 meters (or 40 feet/12 meters for 10-12 year olds) at
whatever point you're joined by a kindred of the same or higher confirmation level (the other
jumper must be 18 or more established for Junior Open Water jumpers). You don't need to be
joined by a Divemaster or Instructor, yet can be in the event that you'd incline toward. You're
likewise qualified to do the Advanced Open Water course and numerous fortes.
To what extent Does the Open Water Diving Certification Course Take?
The course is generally educated more than 3 to 5 days in jump get-away goals, however can
likewise be instructed over weeks or even months if taken as low maintenance course. The
course content is the same however the every day workload is significantly more noteworthyalbeit still very reasonable-on the shorter course.

What Are the Requirements for Completing the Open Water Course?
Information Development: You will be given a course reading and recordings to watch and will
either consider autonomously time permitting, with the help of your educator, or online with guided
e-learning. You will take in the nuts and bolts of jumping systems, how plunging influences your
body, plunging security, hardware determination and upkeep, and jump arranging, and you'll
review the aptitudes you'll learn in the water. There will be a test toward the end, yet in the event
that you've contemplated your material you ought to have no issues passing.

Kept Water Training: Your limited water preparing will be directed in a swimming pool or
swimming pool-like condition, for example, a quiet shoreline. Starting in water sufficiently shallow
to stand up in, you'll take in all the essential abilities you'll have to unquestionably and securely
appreciate scuba jumping. As you pick up certainty you'll step by step move into more profound
water and take in some more propelled abilities and security drills.
Untamed Water Training: This is what truly matters to it: vast water jumping. More than at least
four plunges you'll rehearse every one of the abilities you've effectively aced in restricted water
out in untamed water, which implies the vast sea or another expansive waterway that is utilized
for jumping.
You'll rehearse the abilities with your teacher until you're totally certain and can perform them
effortlessly in a genuine jumping circumstance. Obviously you'll likewise get the chance to look at
everything the submerged world brings to the table and ideally build up a long lasting affection for
plunging.
Do I Have to Renew My Open Water Certification?
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The Open Water confirmation is perpetually and never should be restored. Be that as it may, on
the off chance that you haven't plunged for some time (more often than not a year or more) or
want to catch up on your aptitudes, a Scuba Review is suggested. This audit is a short refresher
course with an expert that can be coordinated into your first general jump.

